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In recent era of science and technology, we
attempt to put our best efforts to adopt with new
trends of technology. Our focus is on imparting
core technical knowledge with experimental
exercises. We strive to develop skills among
students corresponding to the industrial needs.
We encourage students towards developing
leadership and technocratic attributes as nation
builder. Our significant motive is to produce
civilized citizens for the Nation.
Apart from the above, our students are motivated
to improve their technical mastery along with
communicative skills. We prefer to concentrate
on developing accuracy, motivation, dedication,
kindness and honesty among students over the
period of time.
In addition to skill developments, we organize
various co-curricular and extra co- curricular
activities at institute level for development of
students. We congratulate all faculties and
students who have brought honors to the
institute and our best wishes to all of them for
success in their future endeavor.
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2. VISION AND MISSION OF INSTITUTE

VISION
Produce competent diploma engineers for the
society.

MISSION
1. Impart technical knowledge and skill.
2. Inculcate professional values and make
them socially responsible.
3. Promote entrepreneurship and employability
skills.
3. College Activities

For the benefit of newly admitted students, an
orientation program was organized on 01/08/209.
Many new students, along with their parents,
visited our institute. They were made aware of all
the aspects of their student and they visited all
the departments and other facilities of the
institute.
Independence Day:
Freedom is never dear at any price. It is the
breath of life. What would a man not pay for
living?
-Mahatma Gandhi

Inauguration Function:

Our institute celebrates Independence Day with
great fervor. On 15th August, 2019, we celebrated
our 73rd Independence day. Students and faculties
remained present for the flag hoisting ceremony.
Many expressed their views on this day and we
once again committed to do our duties towards
our nation. Our resolve to build a strong and free
nation was solidified. We are always humbled to
remember the sacrifices made by people of India
for this freedom.
Teacher Day Celebration:
As it is truly said by Achrya Chanakya, a teacher is
never ordinary; our country celebrates 5th
September as Teacher’s Day. At our institute, the
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day was celebrated by our students and faculties.
Many students donned the hat of a teacher and
had a firsthand experience of a day in their
teacher’s life. This gave them an insight of this
profession and made them aware of their
responsibilities. They enjoyed the experience and
faculties also encouraged them.
Students showed their love and respect for the
Mahatma by participating in various activities
organized by the institute to mark this day. Few
students talked about Gandhiji’s life and
teachings, and the relevance of Gandhi an
thoughts in present times.

Gandhi Jayanti Celebration:
To pay a tribute to Mahatma Gandhi, one who
devoted his life to India’s independence, Gandhi
Jayanti is celebrated every year on 2nd October.
His contribution to freedom struggle of India is
immense and cannot be repaid, but as a token of
our gratitude we at our institute celebrate this
day with great enthusiasm.

A reading session of Gandhiji’s books was
organized so the students become aware of his
thoughts and life. All students resolved to try and
imbibe his teachings in their life and follow his
ways of life.
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Essay writing is an essential tool for the
development and presentation of thoughts. Some
students participated in essay writing. They
expressed their opinions and thoughts regarding
Gandhiji’s life through creative writing.
Our talented and creative students represented
their thoughts and feelings about the Mahatma
through paintings. They represented aspects of
Gandhiji’s life and his thoughts with colors and
created an array of paintings.
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Unity Day:
We are only as strong as we are united, as weak
as we are divided. – J K Rowling
There is great strength in unity. As we see in
nature, even a lion doesn’t dare to attack a herd
of animals. The progress of a nation depends on
the unity of the people. Hellen Keller rightly says
“Alone we can do so little, together we can do so
much”. Our great visionary Sardar Vallabhbhai
Patel brought together many small kingdoms and
formed India. To honour his efforts his birthday,
30th October is celebrated as Unity Day in India.
All the students and staff of our institute took
oath to stand united for our country and
whenever need be, to sacrifice for our nation.
Constitution Day:

Students zealously participated in the quiz
competition on life of Mahatma Gandhi organized
at the institute. The audience was impressed with
the zeal and competitive steak of the students.
The organizers did a great job of anchoring with
entertainment.
On 26th November, 1949, the constituent
Assembly of India adopted the Constitution of
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India, and it came into effect on 26th January
1950. Thus this day is celebrated as Constitution
Day in India. It was celebrated with great
enthusiasm at C U Shah Polytechnic,
Surendranagar on 26th November, 2019. Students
participated with great fervor and faculties and
staff did their best to make the celebration a
grand success. Students were enlightened about
our constitution and were made aware of the
duties and rights of a citizen. Students and
faculties took oath to abide by and honour the
constitution. A rally was organized for the
awareness regarding the constitution among the
common public. Approximately 351 students and
a large number of faculties participated in this
celebration.
Mishan Shahasi Program:
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Women safety is a big concern these days.
Keeping this in view, a self defense awareness
and training program, “Mission Sahasi” was
organized by ABVP from 16/09/2019 to
18/09/2019. Female students were given practical
tips and training for self defense and they were
facilitated by a certificate.
Youth Festival:
A lot of cultural activities are done keeping in
view the overall/dynamic development of the
student. Youth festival 2019 was organized by
Gujarat Technological University during 17/9/19
to 19/9/19 at Government Polytechnic,
Ahmedabad. Events like classical instrument,
quiz, poem righting, folk dance, rangoli, elocution,
debate, one act play, skit, mime, mimicry, collage
making, on spot painting, cartoon making, and
mehendi
competition
were
organized.
Approximately 45 students from our institute
participated and made C U Shah Polytechnic's
presence felt at the university level by winning 8
trophies. The students enjoyed those days a lot.
Students as well as the faculty in charge were
appreciated by the principal and staff of the
institute.
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Blood Donation and thalassemia test:
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A thalassemia testing and awareness program
was organized by the doctors of Prathma Lab,
Ahmedabad during 24/09/2019 and 26/09/2019.
The students of our department participated and
were tested and got necessary guidance regarding
thalassemia. Apart from these many students and
staff took the noble cause and donated blood.

Garba Competition:
To celebrate our cultural heritage, a Garba event
was organized for girls on 27/09/2019 and for
boys on 30/09/2019 in which students
participated with zeal enjoyed the event.

Campaign of Remove Plastic:
These days' pollution is on its peak and use of
plastic has increased a lot, which adds up to it in
our country. A drive to 'remove plastic' was
organized under the guidelines of the government
of India on 02/10/2019. Students participated in
this drive with zeal and a rely in nearby areas was
also organized for making common people aware
of over use of plastic. Students collected plastic
from college campus as well as nearby areas and
open spaces.
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Inspection:
Inspection is done by the university as well as
Commissionerate
of technical education,
Gandhinagar on regular basis to ensure the
quality and improvement in the institute. An
Expert Prof.S.N.Pandya and his team were visits
the institute and various departments, and gives
valuable suggestions and guidance which
contributes to the betterment of the institute.
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Tree Plantation:
Trees are necessary for the existence for the
existence our world. Keeping this in view a tree
plantation drive was organized and the Head of
mechanical
department
and
the
staff
participated. Shri J. P. Amarkotiya and Shri D. R.
Chavda took the responsibility of caring for the
saplings.

Electrical Department:
Technical seminar

Technical seminar on project was organized for
5th semester students at premises of institute
dated on 16/09/2019. All students narrated their
project in technical context.
Prize Distribution:
The institute also facilitates students with
outstanding performance in exams as well as
other activities. They are given certificates and a
memento which makes them feel proud of their
achievements and also motivates other students
to strive for better performance.
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4. Departmental Activities

Orientation program:
Students of 1st semester were addressed
pertained to layout of campus, various buildings
along with their respective departments, library,
hostel facilities (both boys & girls), student
section, Examination pattern, placement cell at
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the institute and proper descriptions of various
Electrical laboratories and classrooms through
PPT.

Urja Van Form GEDA:
A one day seminar and demonstration, of solar
energy generation along with its utilization for
various permissible loads, was organized for 5th
Semester students by GEDA.

were motivated to become an Entrepreneur and
opt for innovative start-ups.
Workshops

A workshop has been organized on “Tie and Dye
techniques” for third semester students on 19th
July 2019to enhance the surface development
technique of textiles.
Industrial visits:
Industrial visits have been arranged at following
places so that students can get industrial
exposure and clear cut ideas about var ious
subjects.

CDDM Department:
Guest lectures

Shriji Industries-Wadhwan

As a part of student start-up and innovations
policy a guest lecture has been arranged on “Be
an Entrepreneur” on 19th August, 2019. Students
Half Yearly Magazine
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Pramukh Industries

Extra Curricular activities:
Teacher Day Celebration

Fashion-Show

Women’s Day Celebration
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Computer Department:
NBA Meeting
In near future the department aspires for NBA
accreditation. We are working hard towards
providing best to our stakeholders. For achieving
our target we have organized many meetings with
NBA Experts and Mentor.

Expert Lecture was conducted on 04/09/2019 by
Manpreet Singh Sabhraval (Asst. Manager at Iffco
Tokyo, Ahmedabad) on the topic “Insurance,
Surveyingand Loss Assessment” to update final
year students with the actual field work in
automobile insurance sector.
Life Skill development lectures were conducted by
Finishing School expert (Knowledge Consortium of
Gujarat) during 19/7/2019 to 31/7/2019.
Mechanical Department:
NBA Meeting

Automobile Department:

In near future the department aspires for NBA
accreditation. We are working hard towards
getting international level work done, so that the
students get benefited and for necessary
guidance me have organized many meetings with
NBA mentors and experts.
Social Activity:
In near future Automobile engineering
department is going to apply for accreditation by
NBA. As a part of preparation and to review
existing mission and vision of department, our
department had arranged meeting with
Internal/External stakeholders on 20/07/19 and
1/08/19.
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As part of social responsibility, our experienced
staff gave their valuable guidance at various
venues on topics like freedom from addiction;
care to be taken during diploma admissions, etc.
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Department Meeting:

Interaction with Student:

The head of the department, Shri U S Chotaliya
went beyond his duties as a head and met with
the parents of needy and weak students
collectively as well as personally and mentored
them.

The department, under the able leadership of the
head, conducted many meetings to create
harmonious
atmosphere
and
reduce
communication gaps if any.
Pedagogy Session:
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The department organizes pedagogy sessions
after a faculty returns from any training. It helps
in dissemination of knowledge among peers for
student’s benefit.
Get Together:
The family who eats together stays together. To
create an atmosphere of harmony and care, the
department with the cooperation of all the
faculties, organized a get together lunch at Gokul
Restaurant.

Parents Meeting:
Mechanical department always works hard to
ensure the bright future of their students. In this
regard a parents meeting was organized and
parents were made aware of the progress and
attendance of their child. The parents were
thankful and satisfied with our efforts.

Expert Talk and Guidance Ceremony:
Mechanical department has also organized expert
lectures to provide guidance to the students.
Many experts from various fields are called at
regular intervals so the students can be given a
view of practical industry environment. Many
extra lectures too are organized so the students
are given an opportunity to clear their doubts and
this helps them in striving for success.

Industrial visit:

Industrial visit was organized to make students
aware of latest technologies and provide them an
insight into industrial atmosphere. Students
participated with enthusiasm and enriched
themselves.
Half Yearly Magazine
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and gave a memento to Shri R. B. Parmar along
with their good wishes. Mechanical Department
staff and faculties gathered for dinner in a
renowned restaurant of Surendranagar.

Social Help:
The faculties and staff of the department also
contribute financially for social work like
providing food and clothing for orphan and needy
children. This gives a positive message to the
society and self satisfaction to the donors.

Farewell Function:
All the staff and faculties of the institute are a
close-knit family. This was evident in the function
organized to give a farewell to our mechanical
department staff Shri R. B. Parmar on his
retirement. Principal Shri B. H. Kantewala and all
faculties and staff were present on this occasion
Half Yearly Magazine

Mechanical Maintenance:
To ensure that students of the department are
provided with practical knowledge, staff opens
various machines and explains the process of
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Project Guidance under SSIP:
Under SSIP program, the students of mechanical
department are provided the opportunity and
platform to materialize their technical ideas.
They are given financial support also and if the
idea is selected, it is further presented in state
level and university level events.

maintenance, and students' presence is ensured
while doing repair and maintenance of machines
when required. The experienced staff of
mechanical department also resolves any issues
regarding their field in the institute.
5. Social Activities
Placement Drive:
Our department strives to provide opportunities
and proper platform for jobs to our students,
once they complete the program. For this
mechanical department liaisons with various
industry personals and interviews for students are
arranged. Bright students get selected and start
their career with good salaries.
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Learn in Licence Issue:
According to DTE order, our institute issue 24 No.
of Learn in Licence in coordination with RTO. In
Due process applicant visits our institute for
document verification and online learning licence
test after online application and fees payment.
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SCHEME OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
THROUGH POLYTECHNICS
Ministry of Human Resource Development,
Government of India, New Delhi, February, 2009
AICTE approved polytechnics are considered to be
a viable vehicle for providing the intended
services as mentioned above.
The rationale for choosing AICTE approved
Polytechnics for the implementation of Scheme of
Community Development through Polytechnics is
based on the fact that AICTE approved
Polytechnics are equipped with the following type
of resources:

Internal Revenue Generation:
Applied Mechanics Department is generating
internal revenue (IRG) by performing construction
material testing used in different development
works of government and private sectors.
Students are benefited due to this work as a
different types of construction materials like
cement, sand, aggregates and steel etc. are being
tested in laboratory, so they can understand
physical properties of material in better manner.

i.

Polytechnics are equipped with physical
facilities in the form of buildings, lecture halls,
laboratories, workshops, hostels etc. which could
be used as Knowledge and Skill Centres for rural
community and slums dwellers;
ii.
Polytechnics have qualified and trained
faculty who can scientifically formulate,
implement and monitor community-oriented
programs and projects especially where the
activity of adoption of appropriate technology is
involved;
iii.
Polytechnics have technicians and craftsmen
whose services can be utilized to some extent for
imparting skill training and adoption of
appropriate technologies.
Students of Polytechnics could be of tremendous
help in making meaningful contribution to
community and rural development.
Polytechnics can, therefore, render vital
assistance in the community development work.
This, they can do partly by utilizing their own
resources and partly by mobilizing the resources
available at the higher technological institutions.
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The involvement of Polytechnics in implementing
the Scheme of Community Development through
Polytechnics is need of the hour.
OBJECTIVES OF THE SCHEME


The main objectives of the scheme are:

1 To Carry out Need Assessment Surveys to assess
the technology and training needs;
2 To Impart Skill Development Training to the
intended target groups;

Hand Embroidery
Jewelry Making
Cutting
&
Tailoring(Special
Choli Sut)
Art & Craft (Bead
Work)

Wadhwan
Wadhwan
Surendranagar

Wadhwan

1-Cutting & Tailoring (Special Blouse):-

3 To disseminate Appropriate Technologies for
productivity enhancement;
4 To provide Technical and Support Services to
rural masses and slums dwellers;
5 To create Awareness among the target groups
about
technological
advancement
ar
contemporary issues of importance.
 ACTIVITIES UNDER THE SCHEME OF
COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT
THROUGH
POLYTECHNICS
1
Need Assessment Surveys;
2
Skill Development Training Programmes;
3
Disseminate and Application of Appropriate
Technologies;
4
Technical and Support Services;
5
Awareness Programmes.

2-Hand Embroidery:-

 Skill Development Training of year 20192020
Name of the Trade

Training Center

Cutting
Tailoring(Special
Blouse )

Wadhwan

&
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3-Jewellery Making:-

5-Art & Craft (Bead Work):-

4-Cutting & Tailoring(Special Choli Sut):-
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Details of Solar Power Plants:

Solar Power Plant:
C. U. Shah polytechnic, Surendranagar is
committed to use of renewable energy source as
solar power plant.
Generation of power through solar contributes in
reducing conventional energy consumption as
well as contributing in economical aspects.
Application of renewable energy as solar power
contributes to environmental conservation,
helping society for a better tomorrow.
Half Yearly Magazine
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Location

Installed
Capacity(KW)

General Workshop

40

Main Building

35

Automobile Building
Computer Lab
Girls Hostel(New)
Boys Hostel(New)

15
15
25
25
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6. Faculty Activities
For self improvement and knowledge updation, many faculties various conferences, training and
workshops. The staff of institute has successfully completed trainings and is facilitated with certificates.
Department Name
APPLIED MECHANICS
AUTOMOBILE ENGG.
CIVIL ENGG.
COMPUTER ENGG.
CACDDM ENGG.
ELECTRICAL ENGG.
MECHANICAL ENGG.
GENERAL DEPT.
TOTAL

No. of Staff undergone
Training
1
5
2
1
1
12
24
4
50

No. of Trainings taken
2
6
2
1
2
13
38
5
69

Faculty Achievement:
Mr. Maharshi Kotak Lecturer in Mechanical Engg. Department has got
two time and Mr. Bhavin Chavda Lecturer in Mechanical Engg.
Department has got one time Gold with elite in NPTEL MOOC Exam
Training at National Level.

Miss Charula C Patel Lecturer in Mechanical Engg. Department his Published paper,
Title: Assessment of Manganese Oxide and Cobalt Oxide Catalytic for three way
Catalytic Converter, in Journal of Kataliz V Promyshlennosti-2020,Vol.20(4), Page:286302, (In Russ.)
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7. Students Activities
Valuable Student Result:
The shining stars of the all department made the department as well as the institute proud by scoring
good marks in GTU exam by their hard work.
Branch

En.No

AUTOMOBILE
ENGG.
CIVIL ENGG.
CACDDM
COMPUTER ENGG.
ELECTRICAL ENGG.
MECHANICAL
ENGG.

196090302006
196090306050
196090351021
196090307062
196090309002
196090319020

AUTOMOBILE
ENGG.
CIVIL ENGG.

186090302006
186090306001

CACDDM
COMPUTER ENGG.

186090351002
186090307035

ELECTRICAL ENGG.
MECHANICAL
ENGG.

186090309020
186090319058

AUTOMOBILE
ENGG.

176090302042

CIVIL ENGG.

176090306034

CACDDM

176090351037

COMPUTER ENGG.
ELECTRICAL ENGG.
MECHANICAL
ENGG.

176090307013
176090309041
176090319039
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Name of Student
Semester: 1
CHUDASAMA DHRUVRAJSINH
V.
VADHER ASHISH KIRTIKUMAR
SHROTRIYA YUTI HARESHBHAI
SHAH STAVAN PURVESHBHAI
BHADANIYA CHETAN
JAGDISHBHAI
DORIYA HARDIKBHAI
LAVJIBHAI
Semester: 3

CPI

CGPA

SPI

....
8.24
9.21
9.47
9.66

....
....
....
....

8.56

8.24
9.21
9.47
9.66
8.56

....
9.21

9.21

CHAUHAN VIJAYSINH M.
CHAVDA KARAN RAJESHBHAI
CHANDIBHAMAR NETI
RITESHBHAI
PARMAR BRINDABEN M.
HADIYAL BHAVIN
MANOJKUMAR
MISHRA DARSHAN
BRIJNANDAN
Semester: 5

8.82
8.96

9.19
9.06

9.19
9.06

9.73
9.69

9.5
9.77

9.5
9.77

8.74

8.73

8.73

8.81

9.19

9.19

SHAIKH MAHIR ILYASBHAI
MULTANI FAIJAL
SIKANDARBHAI
SHIYAL URVISHABEN
VIJAYBHAI
GANDHI MOKSHA
DHARMESHBHAI
RAMESH MAKWANA
KANZARIYA PRANAV
CHANDUBHAI

8.83

9.31

10

9.35

9.64

9.7

9.63

9.84

9.87

9.45
8.81

9.75
9.29

10
9.47

9.19

9.45

9.74
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8. Creativity
ઉપકાર.....
૧૯૯૬ ની સાલમાં એક ગામમાં એક
ના ુ ક હતી, વળ આ

ગીરધરભાઇ નામના સ જન માણસે
ુ વાને ધોરણ ૧૨ ની િવ ાન
એ

ુ વાનના િપતાને સમ

વાહની પર

યા અને

ા ભણવા

તમામ

મા લ

ા પાસ કર , પોતાના ગામમાં

તાર ખ ન ક આવતા

ુ બ ઇ છા ણી ગામના

ુ લમાં

ુ ભણેલા માણસો બ ુ ઓછા હતા અને

હતા તે તા કાલીક

ારક િશ કોને એવી વાતો કરતા સાં ભ યા હતા ક આજ કાલ
ુ ટા ુ હ ુ ક

ું એ

નીયર બ ુ તો ક ા ુ સ
? પણ તે કવી ર તે
ુ વાને એ

ુ હ ુ ક આ તાર ખે અને આટલા વાગે અમદાવાદની એલ.ડ . એ

માણપ ો સાથે અને વાલી સાથે કોલેજની અને

ુ લ નહોતી તેથી ન કના

ુ વાનની આગાળ ભાણવાની

ુ પડ તેવી કશી ખબર નહોતી. આમ છતા થોડ ઘણી માહ તીના આધાર

આ યો

ુ બજ

ુ વાનને આગળ ભાણવાની મં ુ ર મળ તેથી૧૯૯૯ ની સાલ માં એ

નીયર ગ ની બ ુ બોલબાલા છે તેથી આ છોકરાને એ ુ મનમાં વારં વાર

સમય થતા ઘેર પ

થમ નં બર મેળવી પાસ કર, ઘરની પ ર થીતી

ુ વાનના િપતાએ આગળ ભાણવાની ના પાડ પરં ુ

ય એવી શકયતા નહોતી. પરં ુ આ છોકરાએ

બનાય, તે માટ

ુ લમાં

ુ વાનના ઘરમાં તેનો બીજો કોઈ ભાઈ પણ નહોતો તેથી અને ગામમાં ધોરણ૧૦ પછ ની

શહરમાં ભાણવા જ ુ પડ તેથી તે

ગામમા મળ જ

ુ વાને ધોરણ ૧૦ ની પ ર ા

નીયર ગ

ુ ફોમ ભ ુ અને

નીયર ગ કોલેજ ખાતે આપે આપના

ા ચની પસં દગી માટ હાજર રહ . ુ

ુ વાનની ુ જવણ માં વધારો થતો ગયો ક યાં કવી ર તે જઈશ, કોન સાથે આવશે, કોલેજની પસં દગી કવી ર તે

કર શ. યાર ઘરમાં, સમાજમાં ક ગામમાં કોઇ માગદશન આપી શક નહ તેવી પ ર થીતી હતી ને તેવામાં અમદાવાદ રહતા ઘન યામભાઇ નામના
એક સિન ઠ અને
આવીશ અને

ામાણીક ભાઇએ તે બાળ ને ક ુ ક
ુ વાનના

ુ અમદાવાદ મારા ઘેર આવ

તરમાં એક આશાની કરણ

ટ. બાળક હરખતા હયે પોતાના તમામ

ઘન યામભાઇ ના ઘેર પહો યો તો તેમના ઘરના સ યે જણા
તે સાં ભળતા

ુ તાર સાથે એ

માણપ

લઇ અમદાવાદ ગયો અને

ુ ક તમારા કામ માટ જ ઘન યામભાઇ એલ.ડ . એ

નીયર ગ કોલેજ ગયા છે અને

ુ વાન કોલેજ પહો યો પણ તે સમયમાં નહોતો બાળક પાસે મોબાઇલ ક નહોતો ઘન યામભાઇ પાસે મોબાઇલ તેથ
ી બાળક તેમને

કોલેજના િવશાળ ક પસમાં ઘન યામભાઇ ને ગોતતો રહો છતા તે મ યા નહ અને કોલેજ તેમજ
ટ ટાઇલ િવભાગ, ક

યા એડમીશન ની

યા થતી હતી તે ુ બાર ુ

વાલી સાથે લઇ લે પછ બાર ુ બં ધ કર દવામાં આવશે. બાળકની
એ

લેવા ગયો યાર એક પહાડ દારને મોટ મોટ

અને બાળકના હોશ ઉડ ગયા કારણ ક તે
બનવાની આછા અ ુ ર રહ

ુ અને

ું જવણમાં

ાં ચ પસં દગીનોસમય થઇ ગયો. કોલેજના

હરત કરવામાં આવી ક

નો અ યાર વારો હોય તે એ

ુ બ જ વધારો થઇ ગયો છતા આ મિવ ાસ ને ભે
ગો કર બાળાક
ો ને ક ુ ક તારા વાલી

ાં છે? તને એકલા એ

દર જવા ના મળે તો એડમીશન તો મળે જ

નહ મળે

ાથી અને પોતાને એ

નીયર

ય તેથી અ યં ત :ખી
ુ હદયે બાળક સાહબને પોતાની પ ર થીતી જણાવી પણ પોતના િનયમમાં મ મ એવા સાહબે
ુ કાઇ ગયો, પરં ુ હમં ત ભેગી કર

અમલદાર સાહબ એકના બે ના થયા તે ના જ થયા તેથી
નીયર બનવાના સપનાને

ુ

ૂ છ વાળા અમલદાર તેને રો

ણતો હતો ક જો

જવા ના દધો તે ના જ દધો. બાળક નો એક ધબકારો
એ

નીયર ગ અ યાસના એડમીશન માટ

ુ વાને સાહબને આ

ુ વાન એકદમ ગળતા હદયે અને

ુ:ખી

કર પણ િનયમમાં બં ધાયેલા

ુ ામાં દરવા ની બા ુ માં પોતે જોયેલા

ણ થાતા હોય તે જોતો જોતો િન ુ મો ુ રાખીને ઉભો ર ો અને પરમે રને મદદ માટ યાદ કરતો હતો.

અચાનક અવાજ આ યો ક ,બેટા કમ ઉદાસ છે ...તાર
હતા પણ થોડ વાર કાં ઇ બોલી ના શ

દર નથી

વ ુ ?.

ુ વાને મા ુ ઉ ુ ક , સામે
ુ
એક ચાલીસેક વષના બહન ઉભા

ો. પરં ુ ભગવાને તેને એક િવચાર આ યો અને

ુ છ ના યો ક હ..બહન તમે કમ અહ ઉભા છો, તમાર

દર નથી જવા ુ?. હા બેટા માર

િવ ાથ ની સાથે એક જ વાલીને જવા દ છે અને માર દકર સાથે તેના પ પા
એક પણ સેક ડ નો િવલં ભ કયા વગર બહન સામે જોઈને
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ુ વાને બહન ને પોતાની વાત જણાવી અને એક વધારાનો

ુ છ ના

દર તો

ુ છે પરં ુ િનયમ અ ુ સાર એક

દર ગયા છે તેથી ુ બહાર ઉભી , બહને જવાબ આ યો.

ુ ક બહન તમે મારા મ મી બની
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ુ વાને
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મારા મ મી બની માર સાથે
તે
મેળ

ુ વાન સાથે

દર આવો તો મને

દર જવા મળે અને મને એડમીશન મળ

દર ગયા અને બાળક તે મ મી ની સહ થી એસ.એસ.એ

ુ. જો ભગવાને તે બહન ને યાં હાજર ના રા યા હોત તો ?, બહને

આવેત, આ લેખક પણ આટલી સાર પો ટ ઉપર પહો યા ના હોત, કમ ક તે
રહ ને માર ઉપર કરલો ઉપકાર ુ કયારય નહ

ય. બહન ના હયે ભગવાને વાસ કય અને બહન

નીયર ગ કોલેજ-ભાવનગર નાં િમકનીકલ િવભાગમાં એડમીશન
દર આવવાની ના પાડ હોત તો ? આ
ુ વાન બી ુ કોઈ નહ પરં ુ

આ લેખ તમાર સામે ના

ુ પોતે જ . ં એ ભગવાને બહન માં

ુ લી શ .ુ
વનરાજ ક. ડોડ યા.

8. News
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Contact Information
C U SHAH POLYTECHNIC SURENDRANAGAR
NEAR BODA TALAV, MULCHAND ROAD, GIDC AREA, WADHWANCITY
DIST.: SURENDRANAGAR-363035, STATE: GUJARAT, INDIA
Website: http://www.cusp.cteguj.in
Share your feedback on: cusp-snagar-dte@gujarat.gov.in
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